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Your Self, My Self & the Self of the Universe
1979

western beliefs eastern religion and modern science are reconciled in a
religious philosophy dr starratt has called panentheism

Parallel Universe of Self
2007

the parallel worlds theory says simply that everything that can happen does
dodson discusses how one can create his or her reality by becoming the parallel
world version of oneself for whom the desired experience is already real

Parallel Universes of Self
2017-05-22

springing from physics and featured in science fiction the parallel worlds
theory is an earth shattering revision of our understanding of reality it says
simply that everything that can happen does universes branch and branch in time
one for every alternate possibility far more than an intellectual exercise the
parallel universe principle can be applied in personal reality and everyday
life you can create your reality by becoming the parallel world version of
yourself for whom the experience you want is already real this is your roadmap
your guidebook to parallel universes of self

God, the Universe, and Self
1983

the book with its emphasis on the interaction of microstructures with the
entire biosphere ecosystems etc and on how micro and macrocosmos mutually
create the conditions for their further evolution provides a comprehensive
framework for a deeper understanding of human creativity in a time of
transition

The Self-organizing Universe
1980

before we set out on our journey together there are somethings you need to
understand embrace accept and know i use the word know instead of believe
because our beliefs reside within our ego which has been molded by years of
operant conditioning which keeps you shackled and therefore blinded to the
truth
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The Universe of Self
2015-01-28

in this stimulating and timely book amit goswami phd shatters the widely
popular belief held by western science that matter is the primary stuff of
creation and proposes instead that consciousness is the true foundation of all
we know and perceive his explanation of quantum physics for lay readers called
a model of clarity by kirkus reviews sets the stage for a voyage of discovery
through the common ground of science and religion the entwined nature of mind
and body and our interconnectedness with all of creation

The Self-Aware Universe
1995-03-21

new york times bestseller deepak chopra joins forces with leading physicist
menas kafatos to explore some of the most important and baffling questions
about our place in the world a riveting and absolutely fascinating adventure
that will blow your mind wide open dr rudolph e tanzi what happens when modern
science reaches a crucial turning point that challenges everything we know
about reality in this brilliant timely and practical work chopra and kafatos
tell us that we ve reached just such a point in the coming era the universe
will be completely redefined as a human universe radically unlike the cold
empty void where human life is barely a speck in the cosmos you are the
universe literally means what it says each of us is a co creator of reality
extending to the vastest reaches of time and space this seemingly impossible
proposition follows from the current state of science where outside the public
eye some key mysteries cannot be solved even though they are the very issues
that define reality itself what came before the big bang why does the universe
fit together so perfectly where did time come from what is the universe made of
is the quantum world linked to everyday life do we live in a conscious universe
how did life first begin the shift into a new paradigm is happening the authors
write the answers offered in this book are not our invention or eccentric
flights of fancy all of us live in a participatory universe once you decide
that you want to participate fully with mind body and soul the paradigm shift
becomes personal the reality you inhabit will be yours either to embrace or to
change what these two great minds offer is a bold new understanding of who we
are and how we can transform the world for the better while reaching our
greatest potential

You Are the Universe
2017-02-07

the self creating universe is a wide ranging attempt to bring science and
spirituality together in a philosophical synthesis it opens up to the reader
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exciting new developments in the natural sciences while also showing how these
contribute to a worldview which addresses fundamental philosophical and social
questions the key concept is creativity in both nature and human life making
use of ideas from the history of philosophy and from recent speculations in
sciences including cosmology and evolution the book offers bold conjectures
about the emergence of new forms of order and self organisation in nature in
consciousness and in human life as a whole the book is written in an accessible
style which is designed to appeal to both the general reader and to specialists
interested in the wider implications of their fields

The Self-Creating Universe
2013-08-22

this unique scientific treatise merges science and philosophy theorizing that
the universe life and human societies have an innate purpose and are part of a
universal reality

The Self-Creating Universe
2007

brings together the most recent discoveries in quantum physics and provides a
powerful argument for transforming not only the way we view nature but also how
we view our own personal reality the book also challenges readers to give up
their prejudices regarding material realism

The Self-aware Universe
1993

a major scientific revolution has begun a new paradigm that rivals darwin s
theory in importance at its heart is the discovery of the order that lies deep
within the most complex of systems from the origin of life to the workings of
giant corporations to the rise and fall of great civilizations and more than
anyone else this revolution is the work of one man stuart kauffman a macarthur
fellow and visionary pioneer of the new science of complexity now in at home in
the universe kauffman brilliantly weaves together the excitement of
intellectual discovery and a fertile mix of insights to give the general reader
a fascinating look at this new science and at the forces for order that lie at
the edge of chaos we all know of instances of spontaneous order in nature an
oil droplet in water forms a sphere snowflakes have a six fold symmetry what we
are only now discovering kauffman says is that the range of spontaneous order
is enormously greater than we had supposed indeed self organization is a great
undiscovered principle of nature but how does this spontaneous order arise
kauffman contends that complexity itself triggers self organization or what he
calls order for free that if enough different molecules pass a certain
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threshold of complexity they begin to self organize into a new entity a living
cell kauffman uses the analogy of a thousand buttons on a rug join two buttons
randomly with thread then another two and so on at first you have isolated
pairs later small clusters but suddenly at around the 500th repetition a
remarkable transformation occurs much like the phase transition when water
abruptly turns to ice and the buttons link up in one giant network likewise
life may have originated when the mix of different molecules in the primordial
soup passed a certain level of complexity and self organized into living
entities if so then life is not a highly improbable chance event but almost
inevitable kauffman uses the basic insight of order for free to illuminate a
staggering range of phenomena we see how a single celled embryo can grow to a
highly complex organism with over two hundred different cell types we learn how
the science of complexity extends darwin s theory of evolution by natural
selection that self organization selection and chance are the engines of the
biosphere and we gain insights into biotechnology the stunning magic of the new
frontier of genetic engineering generating trillions of novel molecules to find
new drugs vaccines enzymes biosensors and more indeed kauffman shows that
ecosystems economic systems and even cultural systems may all evolve according
to similar general laws that tissues and terra cotta evolve in similar ways and
finally there is a profoundly spiritual element to kauffman s thought if as he
argues life were bound to arise not as an incalculably improbable accident but
as an expected fulfillment of the natural order then we truly are at home in
the universe kauffman s earlier volume the origins of order written for
specialists received lavish praise stephen jay gould called it a landmark and a
classic and nobel laureate philip anderson wrote that there are few people in
this world who ever ask the right questions of science and they are the ones
who affect its future most profoundly stuart kauffman is one of these in at
home in the universe this visionary thinker takes you along as he explores new
insights into the nature of life

At Home in the Universe
1996-11-21

dissatisfied with the explanations of the origins of the universe provided by
both hard science and philosophy this book proposes a new meeting ground on the
subject by this account western scientists have reduced all forces working in
the universe to four basics gravity electromagnetism and weak and strong
interactions singh theorizes that the evolution of all things can be said to
occur when oneness seeks freedom or disentanglement from these forces

Self Designed Universe
2006-03

the word motivation has its origin in latin moveres that means moving the act
to motivate is to activate an internal impulse that leads to a specific action
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a message of motivation has great power in the subconscious of anyone she has
the ability to direct the behavior of an individual awakening the desire the
hope the desire the longing to accomplish something to achieve a goal to move

Space, Time, and Self
1990

an investigation into the materialist madness of darwinian views of evolution
further investigation of modern quantum and evolutionary developmental
discoveries shows the darwinian evolutionary worldview is incorrect and a non
theistic intelligent design operating from the quantum level is correct this
leads to the exploration of the view that the universe is a self perceiving
organism employing sentient beings as its perceiving agents

The Universe Conspires on Your Behalf
2014-04-11

the healing power of self observation is one powerful reason so many adults are
turning to journal writing today yet even the most conscientious journal
keepers have dry periods and beginners often find themselves wishing for some
help when their motivation to write is at a low ebb your corner of the universe
gives these writers what they need whether the aim is to resolve past conflicts
overcome dependency handle stress satisfy a creative urge work out self
correction help resolve major life decisions set life goals or simply celebrate
time and events in a lasting way campbell s book offers helpful usable advice
readers will find in its ten detailed chapters a welcome infusion of patience
and perseverance and dozens of specific journal exercises for writers at all
levels

The Self Perceiving Universe
2017-01-10

gain new clarity and insights using the star journey tm method explore author
richard geer s third and latest book a complete guide to using the star journey
tool for self reflection this book includes working with synchronicity and
intuition to enrich life experience learning the goal journey technique to
solve problems make decisions and explore relationships use as a stand alone or
with other formats of the tool new ways to define personal experience including
7 levels of living in the core material the symbolic journey of the self rich
narrative text brings the tool s 96 symbols to life each one telling of a step
along a timeless path of personal growth and development i would recommend this
unique guide to anyone wanting a new experience that can last a lifetime riki
frahmann review in mystic living today we need tools like star journey tm a
change in viewpoint a change in heart can change everything sonya hardin phd rn
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university of north carolina charlotte as a personal tool for self care i
depend on star journey regularly an essential tool for me personally and
professionally gerry marr ma mft santa barbara ca i consider richard geer to be
a modern day wizard a visionary whose genius is reflected in his book star
journey a cosmology of self as well as new formats for his symbol based self
discovery tool caroline myss best selling author of anatomy of the spirit and
defy gravity

Your Corner of the Universe
2000-10-09

when you gaze out at the night sky with its awe inspiring display of stars and
galaxies do you ever ask yourself if it could be possible that you are actually
looking into a mirror what if we inhabit a universe that perfectly fits our
needs here on earth a truly human universe that s the bold thesis author deepak
chopra and physicist menas kafatos set out to prove quite literally you are the
universe the startling truth is that the everyday world of physical objects out
there disguises a hidden dimension by turning our investigation in here to the
world of consciousness the real reality emerges you are the universe guides the
reader into a realm in which each of us has the power to transform our personal
existence while at the same time fashioning a new story about how time space
matter and energy came into existence looking to overturn the traditional model
of scientific reality chopra and kafatos hold that each of us is a cocreator of
reality and we can uncover the hidden dimensions where consciousness is a field
of infinite possibilities this seemingly impossible proposition follows from
the cutting edge modern thinking of the quantum universe and the great
mysteries that must be unriddled before human beings actually know who they are
these include but are not limited to questions such as what came before the big
bang why does the universe fit together so perfectly where did time come from
and do we live in a conscious universe these mysteries are part and parcel of
everyone s life all of us live in a participatory universe the authors write
once you decide that you want to participate fully with mind body and soul the
paradigm shift becomes personal the reality you inhabit will be yours to either
embrace or change

Star Journey - A Cosmology of Self
2011-12

we are here with you tonight with those few words in august 1973 sarah chambers
her husband richard and their good friends alice and dick started a journey
that would take them far beyond anything they could possibly imagine they would
explore the unseen realm of the spiritual world with their teacher michael
along with good friend eugene trout they would become the creators of a new
spiritual teaching based in love that is used to help people become more of who
they really are the group kept transcripts of their meetings and those
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transcripts were quietly copied and passed around to their friends then copied
and passed on to their friends volume 1 contains the transcripts themselves
volume 2 contains the charts cartoons drawings and compilations by various
members of the group as well as background on the members of the group volume 3
contains additional transcripts from 1978 1985 and updates to volume 1

You are the Universe
2017

from the sixth century bce onwards there occurred a revolution in thought with
novel ideas such as such as that understanding the inner self is both vital for
human well being and central to understanding the universe this intellectual
transformation is sometimes called the beginning of philosophy and it occurred
independently it seems in both india and greece but not in the vast persian
empire that divided them how was this possible this is a puzzle that has never
been solved this volume brings together hellenists and indologists representing
a variety of perspectives on the similarities and differences between the two
cultures and on how to explain them it offers a collaborative contribution to
the burgeoning interest in the axial age and will be of interest to anyone
intrigued by the big questions inspired by the ancient world

Michael Speaks: The Legacy of Sarah Chambers (Volume
3)
2015-05-25

the induction of dо gen into the modern academic world or per haps more
accurately the academic world s first real engagement with dо gen came about
1924 when watsuji tetsurо 1889 1960 published a provocative essay entitled
shaman dо gen it was this essay that to many of watsuji s contemporaries seemed
to rescue dо gen from what they considered to be his entrapment for nearly
seven centuries in the sectarian embrace of the sо tо school watsuji insisted
that dо gen no longer should be thought of as belonging exclusively to the
monastic community claiming instead that dо gen belongs to mankind watsuji with
this declaration initiated the non sectarian study of this thirteenth century
figure and in effect commenced what are called dо gen studies dagen kenkyii in
modern times as one way of exploring what it might possibly mean to say that dо
gen belongs to mankind the kuroda institute held a conference on dо gen at
tassajara springs california from october 8 to 10 1981 the essays of this
volume are a part of its result

Universe and Inner Self in Early Indian and Early
Greek Thought
2016-07-11
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recent science has revealed increases in form organization and complexity
within the universe and life contrary to the second law of thermodynamics which
predicts progressive disorganization drawing upon science philosophy and
religion alkek has developed a theory of ipsa creation the concept that the
universe is unfinished and self developing and proposes a law of increasing
complexity for science philosophy and religion

Dо̄gen Studies
2021-05-25

this is a comprehensive clinical resource for addiction counselors who want to
learn about the psychological components of the problem for individual
therapists dynamic cognitive and behavioral who want to understand systems
approaches in order to draw on a broader repertoire of useful interventions and
for couple and family therapists who want to learn more about the intrapsychic
biological and pharmacological aspects of addiction dr jerome d levin takes the
reader down the parallel paths of addiction treatment and individual and family
therapy until they meet on the bridge of actual clinical practice practitioner
professor prolific author and respected authority in the field dr levin uses
approaches to the treatment of alcoholism as a model for illustrating how
theory research technique and flying by the seat of the professional pants can
integrate into a therapeutic style to help substance abusers and their partners
and families

The Self-Creating Universe, a Synthesis of Science,
Philosophy, and Religion
2009-09-01

we all know about atoms for example we all know that hydrogen oxygen silver and
gold are atoms we also know that soil air water plants animals and everything
else on planet earth are made of atoms but how many of us truly appreciate the
fact that these things and all other such things in our universe are not only
made of atoms but are all made by them atomic nuclei themselves self assembled
from nothing more than protons neutrons and electrons have made and continue to
make everything and they ve done it and continue to do it on their own it is
the purpose of this book to help the author and others so interested come to
grips with this mind boggling state of affairs and to help develop an intimate
knowledge and appreciation for the self assembly of our universe and of its
building blocks the atoms to do this the author has himself begun self
assembling all of the atomic nuclei listed in the periodic chart of the
elements using colorful orange and white ping pong balls his chosen
representatives for the protons and neutrons through this device the intimate
stories uniquely connected to each of the atoms their mode of self assembly and
their role in the creation of the universe unfold inside the book most of us
know and do so with a high degree of confidence that we our planet our solar
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system our galaxy and all other seemingly solid objects in our universe both
unimaginably large and invisibly small are made of atoms and yet even though i
have said it many times and thought it many more times i hadn t truly
assimilated the very obvious fact that our universe isn t just made of atoms it
has been and continues to be self assembled by them atoms have been putting the
universe together and they and the very forces that made them have been doing
it all on their own subatomic particle by subatomic particle and atom by atom
from day one

Couple and Family Therapy of Addiction
1977-07-07

it is time for international relations ir to join the relational revolution
afoot in the natural and social sciences to do so more careful reflection is
needed on cosmological assumptions in the sciences and also in the study and
practice of international relations in particular it is argued here that we
need to pay careful attention to whether and how we think relationally building
a conversation between relational cosmology developed in natural sciences and
critical social theory this book seeks to develop a new perspective on how to
think relationally in and around the study of ir international relations and
relational cosmology asks what kind of cosmological background assumptions do
we make as we tackle international relations today and where do our assumptions
about states individuals or the international come from and can we reorient our
cosmological imaginations towards more relational understanding of the universe
and what would this mean for the study and practice of international politics
the book argues that we live in a world without things a world of processes and
relations it also suggests that we live in relations which exceed the
boundaries of the human and the social in planetary relations with plants and
animals rethinking conceptual premises of ir kurki points towards a planetary
politics perspective within which we can reimagine ir as a field of study and
also political practices including the future of democracy

Great First Cause, Or The Self-moving Forces of the
Universe
1851

our solarian legacy is a call to action unlike any other you may have
encountered before according to cultural historian and cosmologist paul von
ward the time has come for human beings to reassess just about everything we
believe about our ancestry and global past drawing upon forgotten prehistory
clues from the world s esoteric traditions new research in consciousness and
subtle energies and sound reasoning von ward asserts we are more powerful
beings than either science or religion has led us to believe he extols us to
embrace a bold new model of human existence one that explains our celestial
origins multidimensional capacities and destiny as conscious cocreators of a
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self learning and self correcting universe with great insight and clarity von
ward envisions that discovery of our true legacy will inspire a global
renaissance of inner knowing and unprecedented social progress beyond earthly
evolution he sees humanity assuming its place as part of a universal community
of conscious beings and fulfilling our potential to serve as galactic leaders
expanding our individual and collective consciousness will be an open ended
process von ward says and will require self initiation self instruction and
self learning in resonance with the universe our solarian legacy is a brilliant
guide to this new and essential process in human spiritual evolution

Our Self-Assembling Universe
2015-12-04

if you re feeling lost and stuck not knowing who you truly are anymore this
book is your ultimate guide many people lose their way in life because they ve
lost touch with their authentic selves if you find yourself surrounded by
negativity facing various challenges and unsure about life s purpose then this
guidebook is meant for you through five transformative steps this book will
lead you to discover a version of yourself that you ve never known before it s
like meeting your real genuine self the benefits of this journey are profound
bringing a sense of purpose calmness and satisfaction to your life moreover it
will enhance your self awareness enabling you to handle external circumstances
with greater understanding life s challenges often arise when there s a
disconnection with yourself this book aims to develop a deeper stronger bond
with your true self allowing you to find your life s purpose and embrace a more
fulfilling existence prepare to embark on a journey of self discovery and
growth uncovering the path that leads to a more content and meaningful life

International Relations and Relational Universe
2020-02-05

looks at the atoms that compose the human body and the role that they play in
the workings of the world and the universe

Our Solarian Legacy
2001

paperback version of the 2002 paper published in the journal progress in
information complexity and design pcid abstract inasmuch as science is
observational or perceptual in nature the goal of providing a scientific model
and mechanism for the evolution of complex systems ultimately requires a
supporting theory of reality of which perception itself is the model or theory
to universe mapping where information is the abstract currency of perception
such a theory must incorporate the theory of information while extending the
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information concept to incorporate reflexive self processing in order to
achieve an intrinsic self contained description of reality this extension is
associated with a limiting formulation of model theory identifying mental and
physical reality resulting in a reflexively self generating self modeling
theory of reality identical to its universe on the syntactic level by the
nature of its derivation this theory the cognitive theoretic model of the
universe or ctmu can be regarded as a supertautological reality theoretic
extension of logic uniting the theory of reality with an advanced form of
computational language theory the ctmu describes reality as a self configuring
self processing language or scspl a reflexive intrinsic language characterized
not only by self reference and recursive self definition but full self
configuration and self execution reflexive read write functionality scspl
reality embodies a dual aspect monism consisting of infocognition self
transducing information residing in self recognizing scspl elements called
syntactic operators the ctmu identifies itself with the structure of these
operators and thus with the distributive syntax of its self modeling scspl
universe including the reflexive grammar by which the universe refines itself
from unbound telesis or ubt a primordial realm of infocognitive potential free
of informational constraint under the guidance of a limiting intrinsic form of
anthropic principle called the telic principle scspl evolves by telic recursion
jointly configuring syntax and state while maximizing a generalized self
selection parameter and adjusting on the fly to freely changing internal
conditions scspl relates space time and object by means of conspansive duality
and conspansion an scspl grammatical process featuring an alternation between
dual phases of existence associated with design and actualization and related
to the familiar wave particle duality of quantum mechanics by distributing the
design phase of reality over the actualization phase conspansive spacetime also
provides a distributed mechanism for intelligent design adjoining to the
restrictive principle of natural selection a basic means of generating
information and complexity addressing physical evolution on not only the
biological but cosmic level the ctmu addresses the most evident deficiencies
and paradoxes associated with conventional discrete and continuum models of
reality including temporal directionality and accelerating cosmic expansion
while preserving virtually all of the major benefits of current scientific and
mathematical paradigms

Orthodoxy, its truths and errors
1884

from a national book award winner methodical and clear provides physics phobics
a wide bridge to understanding some often arcane material booklist why do we
believe in the soul does it actually exist if so what is it does it differ from
the self does it survive the body after death in the spiritual universe fred
alan wolf brings the most modern perspective of quantum physics to the most
ancient questions of religion and philosophy taking the reader on a fascinating
tour of both western and eastern thought wolf explains the differing view of
the soul in the works of plato aristotle and st thomas the ancient egyptian s
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belief in the nine forms of the soul the qabalistic idea of the soul acting in
secret to bring spiritual order to a chaotic universe of matter and energy and
the buddhist vision of a nonsoul wolf then mounts a defense of the soul against
its modern critics who see it as nothing more than the physical body one of the
few pathfinders who have discovered the versatility and potency of the new
quantum paradigm based on consciousness amit goswami professor of physics and
author of the self aware universe the questions are exhilarating and the
conclusions are properly mysterious and profoundly inconclusive you ll love the
spirited journey thomas moore author of care of the soul and the re enchantment
of everyday life wolf is a new thales for a new physics of the soul his book
will blow your mind and quicken your spirit michael grosso ph d author of the
millennium myth and frontiers of the soul

Lucifer
1891

the book messages from the universe genesis is a refreshing and personally
candid view of genesis the book views unity of all life as written in the book
of genesis the book is intended to show the bible as a living book that is
screened through each person who reads and ponders its message it takes a look
at each chapter of genesis with the hope that each person who reads this book
will be challenged to read genesis from the perspective of finding his or her
own truth screening the message of the bible through each individual makes the
message no less from god and gives the bible s message a more personal impact
messages from the universe expresses belief that god is the energy and power of
all life

You in the Universe
2023-07-22

why do we exist for centuries this question was the sole province of religion
and philosophy but now science is ready to take a seat at the table according
to the prevailing scientific paradigm the universe tends toward randomness it
functions according to laws without purpose and the emergence of life is an
accident devoid of meaning but this bleak interpretation of nature is currently
being challenged by cutting edge findings at the intersection of physics
biology neuroscience and information theory generally referred to as complexity
science thanks to a new understanding of evolution as well as recent advances
in our understanding of the phenomenon known as emergence a new cosmic
narrative is taking shape nature s simplest parts come together to form ever
greater wholes in a process that has no end in sight in the romance of reality
cognitive neuroscientist bobby azarian explains the science behind this new
view of reality and explores what it means for all of us in engaging accessible
prose azarian outlines the fundamental misunderstanding of thermodynamics at
the heart of the old assumptions about the universe s evolution and shows us
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the evidence that suggests that the universe is a self organizing system one
that is moving toward increasing complexity and awareness cosmologist and
science communicator carl sagan once said of humanity that we are a way for the
cosmos to know itself the romance of reality shows that this poetic statement
in fact rests on a scientific foundation and gives us a new way to know the
cosmos along with a riveting vision of life that imbues existence with meaning
nothing supernatural required

The Human Intellect: with an Introduction Upon
Psychology and the Soul
1873

the quantum of explanation advances a bold new theory of how explanation ought
to be understood in philosophical and cosmological inquiries using a complete
interpretation of alfred north whitehead s philosophical and mathematical
writings and an interpretive structure that is essentially new auxier and
herstein argue that whitehead has never been properly understood nor has the
depth and breadth of his contribution to the human search for knowledge been
assimilated by his successors this important book effectively applies whitehead
s philosophy to problems in the interpretation of science empirical knowledge
and nature it develops a new account of philosophical naturalism that will
contribute to the current naturalism debate in both analytic and continental
philosophy auxier and herstein also draw attention to some of the most
important differences between the process theology tradition and whitehead s
thought arguing in favor of a whiteheadian naturalism that is more or less
independent of theological concerns this book offers a clear and comprehensive
introduction to whitehead s philosophy and is an essential resource for
students and scholars interested in american philosophy the philosophy of
mathematics and physics and issues associated with naturalism explanation and
radical empiricism

The Human Intellect
1872

Pamphlets
1885

Your Atomic Self
2014-10-14
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The Cognitive-Theoretic Model of the Universe: A New
Kind of Reality Theory
2002-06-01

The Spiritual Universe
1999-01-01

Messages from the Universe: Genesis
2008-12-09

The Romance of Reality
2022-06-28

The Quantum of Explanation
2017-03-31
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